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TRADITIONAL FOE TO BE MET HERE
EASTERN TO
BROADCAST
OVERW. S. M.

Band Sponsor

Eastern's .health and physical
education department will be featured In the annual broadcast Nov.
29 over WSM, Nashville, sponsored
by Peabody College. The program
will be In charge of Dr. Farrls, hetfd
of the health and physical education departments. It will endeavor
to point out the teachers college
obligation in the promotion ol
health.
This broadcast is one In a series
of broadcasts which were begun
Oct. 18 of this year and will continue throughout the coming year.
This series of broadcasts is known
throughout the nation as "The
Teachers College of the Air." This
series was begun last year, about
fifty colleges participating, one
broadcasting every Friday night.
Last year Eastern was third in appearance, broadcasting on Nov. 16.
About fifty students and members
of the faculty took part in the
broadcast.
Each college that is asked to participate in these broadcasts is requested to feature the department
in which it is especially strong.
Eastern was assigned health and
physical education, since Eastern
boasts of having one of the best
health and physical education departments in the South Other colleges will feature such departments
as music, teacher training, and Industrial arts.
The following will take an active
part in the broadcast: Dr. H. U
Donovan, president of Eastern; Dr.
J. D. Farrls, head of the health and
physical education department; Mr.
UrnorvMigh, dbsvtuc of atflttua;
MM Oermarna Wage, meeabsr of
the training school staff.
The program will be announced
by Mr. Keene, protestor in the English department Musical Irrtertudss
will be furnished by the college
band and by other members of the
music department.

Progress Victory
Dance Tomorrow
The Eastern Progress win serve
as hosts tomorrow night at the
small gym in sponsoring their annual victory dance. The hop Is
being held in honor of the anticipated victory over Transylvania
tomorrow afternoon.
Gordon Nash and his orchestra,
popular locan band, has been engaged for the affair. Announcement was made that a clever decoration scheme has been arranged by
Bob Seevert, Progress staff artist,
a newspaper theme being carried
in the dance programs and
tlons.
Many alumnae and visitors are expected for the game and plan to
remain for the dense. A capacity
crowd is expected at the small
gym.
The dancing hours will be from
0:00 to IS.
Chaperonee for the bop will be
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Keene, Miss
EUaa Hughes, Mr. James E. Van
Peursem, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Barns,
Mrs. Emma T. Case, Mim Mary
Murphy, r. R. R. Richards, and Dr.
and rs. H. L. Donovan.

CAIiM)AR

FRIDAY, NOV. IS
Pep Rally, Stateland Field 10 pm.
SATURDAY, NOV. 16
Football Game, Eastern vs. Transy,
Stateland Field, 2:00 p.m.
Eastern Progress Victory Dance,
Small Gym, 0:00-12:00 p.m.
SUNDAY, NOV. 17
Vesper Services, University Building, 4:16 pjn.
MONDAY, NOV. II
Meeting of Progress Staff, 4:00 pjn
L. T. O. Rehearsal. 8:00 pjn.
Messiah Practice, 7:00 pjn.
B. 8. U. Council, 8:00 pjn.
TUESDAY, NOV. It
Orchestra Practice, 4:00 pjn.
L. T. C. Rehearsal. 6:01 pa.
Glee Clubs, 7:00 pjn.
Caduceus Club, 7:00 pjn.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 20
Radio Broadcast, 4:00 pjn.
Canterbury Club, Recreation Room,
8:00 pjn.
L. T. C. Rehearsal, 8:00 pjn.
Glee Clubs, 7:00 pjn.
THURSDAY, NOV. 31
Orchestra Practice, 4:00 pjn.
L. T. C. Rehearsal, 6:00 pjn.
Alpha Zeta Kappa, 7:00 pjn.
Vanity-Freeh) Swim Meet, 7:15 pjn.
, Band Rehearsal, 7:30 pjn.
SATURDAY, NOV. 33
Football, Eastern vs. Western, at
Bowling Green.
MONDAY. NOV. 3ft
Oratorical Contest, Administration
Building, No. 37, 1:00 pm.

Journalist

Carrell, Terrill, Prather, and Editor of Lexington Herald
Roberts Given Staff
Speaks on Kentucky's
Posts
Hidden Values

Health and Physical Ed
Department Featured In
"College of Air"
Series
IN CHARGE OF FARRIS

DICKEN NAMED UNDERW00DIN
BOOK EDITOR CHAPEL TALK
TO REDUCE EXPENSES

Face Another Team Have
Never Defeated; Game Here
Saturday, Should be Best
Played in State

AT EASTERN ASSEMBLY

At the regular monthly meeting Tom R. Underwood, editor of The
of the senor class, Keith Dlcken, Lexington Herald, spoke to the facof California. Ky., was unanimous- ulty and student body of Eastern
ly elected editor-in-chief of the Kentucky State Teachers College
1036 Milestone. Mr. Dicken's elec- Wednesday on "Kentucky's Hidtion was assured immediately after den Values." He declared that
his nomination, when a motion was Kentucky should take more pride
made to elect him by acclamation. In developing Its natural resources
Dlcken has been active In campus and scenic attractions and in imactivities besides being an honor proving Its agencies of government
and its financial possibilities thru
student and an English major.
In a recent interview, the new the •attraction of a large tourist
editor announced that George Car- trade and the developing of agriMiss Nancy Covlngton, above, of rell, prominent senior from Louis- culture and the mineral resources.
Richmond is the new sponsor of ville, would serve as business man- "Two or three times as many Mr. Tom Underwood, above,
the Eastern Kentucky State Teach ager for the publication. Bob Ter- people attend the state fair in
era College band. She was recently rill, Richmond, will be assistant Ohio and the state fair of Indiana managing editor of the Lexington
elected by the fifty piece musical or. business manager. Marlon Bersot as attend the fair In Kentucky and Herald addressed the faculty and
gantoatlon and succeeds Miss Bessie will complete the business staff yet we have the greatest one in student body at the regular morthe United States Judged by the ning chapel program, on Wednesroster as advertising assistant.
Banmgardner, Mtddlesboro.
Miss Covlngton Is a member of Herschell Roberts and Katherine standards of those who actually day, November 13. He spoke on
the Junior class at Eastern and the Prather will assist the editor in know what la taking place. The "Kentucky's Hidden Values."
daughter of Mrs. R. c. H. Covlng- the capacity of associate editors. same thing is true of our other
ton. Active in student affairs, she Other members of the editorial events and attractions. We have
is a member of the student social staff are: Otwell Rankln, sports simply overlooked many of these
committee, the Madrigal Club, and editor; Kathleen Welsh and Kath- hidden values.
the Elementary Council. French Is erine Wllkins, literary editors; Dord "The state constitution was writher major college subject.
Pits and James Hart, art editors; ten forty years ago and should be
Joe Meccia, snap-shot editor; and revised. Effort has been made time
and time again to rewrite but every
EU Rae Hastle, typist.
Appointments for class represen-1 time a constructive movement Is Varsity to Play Nineteen
tatives were also made, ^flfl" started it Is blocked by the fear of
Games; Adding Holbrook
Hagan representing the senior class, those who say something might
happen
to
make
things
worse.
to Competition
Edmond Hesser the Junior class,
and Elizabeth Robertson the soph- Have education, civilization and
omores. The freshman representa- progress so failed that it is. Impossible to trust the people of today RANKIN
WILL COACH
Rehearsing of "Watched Pot" tive will be appointed later.
to devise a method of revising the
Mr.
Dlcken
further
stated
that
Well Under Way For
government?
„- .
all efforts will be made to adjust
"There
Is
an
opportunity
to make Announcement was received from
Presentation
the price of the yearbook so that
T. E. McDonough, director of athtaxes
in
the
state
of
Kentucky
one total payment will Include the
letics that regular varsity and
more
useful
and
to
distribute
them
purchase of the annual, the price
freshman basket ball practice will
in
a
better
way.
Everybody
Is
TERRILL
FEATURED of the photograph, and the. space.
start
soon after the close of the
It will be necessary for the entire against all taxes. Whenever a leg- football season.
islature
Is
called
men
go
down
The "Watched Pot," hilarious, student body to vote for this there from all parts of the state This year the varsity team will be
three act farce comedy, wll be pre- change in price which will enable
coached by Rome Ranktn, head
by the Eastern Little The- them* to buy the Milestone, their JS^ST*?! * *■" $5 football coach. Mr. Tom Samuels,
£?J££. T».« varsity line coach, will serve as
ater Club Tuesday, evening, Nov. space, and have their photographs Y^fi^SJSi
IT6" P**"0** .S™***1111 <****•*• freshman mentor while C. T.
38, at 8 o'clock In the Hiram Brock made at a great reduction to price The
courts should be made to anAuditorium.
swer yes or no whan questions ere Hughes, former varsity basket ball
This latest L.T.C. vehicle, coached
presented to them. Oases are some- coach, will supervise the lntermural
by Miss Pearl Buchanan, Is a fasttimes held in the hands of the basketball tournament.
moving, modern day play, which
The varsity will play nineteen
court for yean without a ruling
bag it* setting in the social circles
games, meeting their usual opposi"Something
to
being
done
at
the
of England. It depicts a certain
tion and adding Alfred Holbrook,
present time toward realising these of
young gallant (Bob Terrill) as the
Ohio. The freshvalues. A survey is being made on manManchester,
paragon of "what women fall for"
schedule ■ being cut as much
taxing.
The
State
Planning
Board
being pursued by no less than four Noted Economist and Lecturer is mniring a number of very Impor- as possible, bat the yearlings will
young damsels. These fair damsels
Addresses Students
tant surveys, among them a geo- meet Berea, Georgetown, Wesleyan
have matrimonial Intentions—but
logical survey, and all the informa- and Transylvania each two times.
Bob is interested only in fishing
of Eastern
tion that is obtained will be turned The varsity sehedide to as foland hunting—or so the story goes.
over to the legislature in the In- lows:
During the first two acts the four
Dec. 14—Alumni, here.
fata* young damsels, Lucille Case, SPEAKS ON CAPITALISM coming administration for its con- Jan. 4—Holbrook, here.
sideration
and
use.
In
addition
to
May Ingels, Margaret Zaring, and
le-Oentre, here.
the State Planning Board surveys, Jan.
Barbara Congleton, try all their
Jan. 11—Transylvania, there.
a
survey
is
being
made
of
the
pe"We must master the productive
charms and toss many a "comeJan. 13—Berea, there.
hlther-smlle" on the unsuspecting forces instead of them mastering nal and charitable institutions and Jan. 17—Georgetown, here.
Bob. Bob's mother, Hortensia Tre- us," said Lewis Corey, economist another of possible public works Jan. ls_Morehead, there.
vor, played by Fisher Ingels, is set and author, in an address in chapel projects.
Jen. 34—Louisville, there.
dead against Bob's marriage. Old last week. "If we master them we "I aont know how many of
Jen. 33—Western, there.
can
move
on
to
new
social
arrangelady Trevor becomes a typical Malappreciate the fact that In recent Jen. 33—Wesleyan, here.
aprop and a termagent of the first ments. We must make them serve years the federal government bat Jan 31—Western, here.
order as she endeavors to keep the mankind In order that man may bought lands which make an Im- Feb. I—Wesleyan, here.
girls away from her son. Jack have more leisure.
mense strip across the state for
7—Centre, there.
F^H*u»«, Tom Farrls, Kelly Clore,
"Capitalism has developed pro- the preservation of forests which
»—Morehead. here.
Tom Arnold, Jack McCord and duction beyond anything ever seen heretofore have been recklessly de13—Transylvania, here.
Paul McGlnnls all have character in the world. Scarcity has become stroyed.
14—Union, there.
leads and provide the spice, the less and less until capital Is now
IS—Berea, here.
mystery, the . charm, the romance producing enough for society. Tech- "We have an these latent
31—Georgetown, there.
and even a bit of the Goethic ele- nology and science give man mas- tunitles that are real
38—Louisville, here.
imaginary. I hope that
ment In a play which moves from tery of the world."
ST, 33, 30, K. I. A. C. Toursenship and endeavor yea
the first hello to the last goodby.
The speaker said that In Thomas your part toward develops)
Jefferson's time 80 per cent of the hidden values and toward
people owned their own means of Kentucky a better state.' '
making a living, compared with 13
per cent today. Eighty-eight per
cent of the people in the United
States today are dependent upon
"Jobs" for a living, he said.
"With the Increased production
Nationally Known Church- and the abundance of goods, profits
County Cooperative
to decrease and captaltom beman in Address to Stu- began
Association An*
gan to limit production in order to Handel's
dents and Townspeople
protect profits. If you have planned sented at Berea
Plans
limitation as a permanent thing, at Richmond
lng
to
information
given
out
by
then you have lowered levels of ecoTALKS ON IMAGINATION nomics activity, unemployment of James B Van Peursem, bead of Ike FIRST TO BE JANUARY 13
wage earners and salaried people, Department of Music at Eastern.
lower standards of living and In- This is the fourth year Eastern has
"It is only by the right use of the creasing mass misery, a decrease in taken part In the annual presentaDates for the three presentations
imagination that we can redeem education, then a very serious re- tion of the Messiah, given in co-op- Of the Madison County Cooperative
ourselves from our past mistakes volt against modern civilization.
eration with Berea College.
Concert Association have been fixed
and by our energy and vision save
The orchestra will be used thru- fep the program committee, it was
"The
greatest
danger
becomes
our civilization from a doom which
out the entire program, instead of annnunned here today. All three
is impending upon the whole or- Fascism, which is against liberty, with parts as it was formerly used. programs will be presented In Hiram
der," declared Dr. 8. Parties Cad- equality and democracy. Fascism to Miss Mary Murphy, member of (be BrOOk auditorium at Eastern Teaman, speaking to the student body a movement designed to stifle pro- department of musto at Eastern, chers college.
and townspeople last Wednesday gressive forces of modern Industry will be one of the soiotato. It to exDuo to the feet that the first proevening on the subject "The Right and insists that dictatorship to the pected that at toes* part of the
is not until January 13, ticideal form of government. Fascism Messiah wui fee
Use of the Imagination."
will not be distributed to sub"Of one thing we can be fairly makes war an apathy of life and
_ until about January 1, in
certain, that unless a freeh and another war might mean the deto avoid possibility of their
struction
of
civilisation."
more vital civilisation comes to the
tost
Or misplaced.
O
race of man they will surely go
Brst program will be the two
TO LECTURE
away as other great nations and
group of Malcolm and GodThe Rev. Joseph a. Walker will
races have gone before," he said.
On February 17 the Russian
"Knowledge has grown, but not be on the campus for the neat
will be presented
wisdom. The future progress of the weeks with a series of Bebto at
SO the season win be
race depends entirely upon the right lessons. These lessons are to be grrWith Ooya, the famous
use of this glorious faculty of imagi- en every Sunday afternoon at amp
nation. It Is the Job of this genera- o'clock during the
tion to place a Irving soul under- of the Campus Ve Or.
OBCHKSTRA
neath the gaunt ribs of what we very interesting Individual
reheetra has been
call European and American civili- has prepared
I win be ready to acmaterial concerning the
sation."
for dances at once.
Dr. Cartman, in answering ques- Its history. Every
to leader and
campus
to
welcome
tions at conclusion of his address,
and Raymond
said that the English speaking peo- who attend will be
Stivers, bats Player, to assistant
ples, the Scandinavians and the better knowledge of the
manager. The uulwetia will be
people of America should be united also will have a different
known as the Royal Admirals and
as never before, since they are the concerning BlbrlcaB
he met Dr. Baker their theme will be centered around
only countries left who believe In Dr. Walker
the beautiful old song favorites.
tlon to all who ears to
freedom and democracy.

NET SCHEDULE
IS ANNOUNCED

THEATRE CLUB
OFFERS PLAY

DR. COREY IN
CHAPEL TALK

DR. CADMAN
SPEAKS HERE

Handel's Messk*
Planned Apfa

Na^ftrrOsaova.

MAROONS TO
MEET TRANSY
ELEVEN NEXT

DATES FIXED
FOR CONCERTS

TOSSUP

IS

INDICATED

By DOM MK'HKLSON
An aroused band of Maroon-clad
warriors will gird for their annual
battle against the Transylvania Pioneers tomorrow afternoon at Stateland Field, in what will be their
sixteenth attempt to defeat the
Lexington cohorts.
Still smarting under the ignominy of being tied by an inferior
Union eleven, the Rankinmen may
be expected to battle to the last
ditch to overwhelm their Transy
opponents so that their season record will reach administrative expectations, for Eastern has little
hope of conquering Western next
week at Bowling Green. So Eastern
fans can expect to see the strongest
possible combination throw all of
their offensive power against the
Invaders. In all probability Rankin's
bag of tricks will be split open at
the seams, that bag which was so
stubbornly sealed last week against
the Bulldogs, and every type of la- t
eral pass and spread formation wiB
be used In the fray.
Eastern has been suffering from
poor quarterback ing and a lack Of
punch when In scoring position
Tomorrow the punch must be there
and the plays must be wisely called
or it will merely mean that for the
sixteenth consecutive year Eastern
has been unable to turn beck
.Transylvania.
"
\
The Aoaroon gridders are not taking too seriously the reports that .
injuries will cause Coach Monk Simons to send a group of cripples
against Eastern. It is regarded as
mere newspaper talk, judging from
the agile cripples seen cavorting on
Stateland Field in games past.
Transylvania's season record has
been anything but an enviable one,
hvang dropped contests to St. Xavier, Western and Denlson by lopsided scores. They have defeated
thre of Eastern's opponents, Holbrook, Louisville, and Morehead, by
narrower margins than the Maroons have. As Eastern follower*
have learned, comparative scores
are no indication of the outcome.
Judging from past performances,
and not by past scores, Eastern and
Transy should face the opening
whistle as two evenly matched
teams. Both are playing under a
new coach and an equally new system, the weight distribution to
about equal and both teams are out
for "Wood."
The sports staff of the Eastern
Progress have selected what they
believe Is the most formidable lineup that could be named to start
against Transy tomorrow. Here to
how It looks:
Ends, Wilson and Callahan; tackles, Schlmke and R. King; guards,
Green well and O. King; center, La-'
cey; quarterback, Hedges; halves,
Killen and Jenkins; fullback, Tarter.

Miss Gibson On
Faculty
* 25 Years
The faculty of Eastern Teachers
College gave a dinner in the
recreation room at Burnam Hall
Wednesday, November 13, at 6:00 p.
m., honoring Miss Maude Gibson's
twenty-fifth anniversary as a member of the faculty and teacher of
art at Eastern.
More than a hundred faculty
members and friends attended the
banquet, which was a testimonial
dinner.

SOPHOMORES MEET
The monthly Sophomore class
meeting was held Monday morning, November 4, in the auditorium
of the University Building.
With the president, Otwell Rankln, presiding the usual business
session was conducted.
BUI Macht was elected sergeantat-arma, and Agnes Edmunds was
chosen class reporter.
The class decided to sit In a
group at the Transy game to order
to Impress our players with their
loyalty.
After the business meeting, the
class was entertained by a number
of piano selections rendered by
Miss Gladys Reilly.
O
DR. SCHNIEB TALKS
"I should like to see the expression Alaska, our national playground, take the place of the expression, Alaska, our last frontier,
said Dr. Anna A. Schnleb to an ulustrated talk al Eastern Teachers
College assembly hour Monday,
speaking on the subject, "Alaska,
Our Last Frontier." Dr. Schnleb,
professor of education at Eastern,
spent the summer to Alaska this
year.

^^^P^S^TT
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Member of the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association
Entered in the Postofiice at Richmond, Ky., as second-class matter.

Eric Seelig, middleweight champ,
dethroned and exiled.
Dr. Edwin Frankel, Pres. Southeast German Athletic Fed., ousted.
Dr. Gustav Bergmann, organizer
of women's athletics, ousted.
Dr. Prenn,- twice on Davis Cup
Team, barred from, competition.
How can we, the upholders of
dean sportsmanship and democracy, enter into athletic competition with a nation which has destroyed the decent principles of

EDITORIAL 8TAPP ,
Donald Mlchelson, "36
Co-Editor
Morris Creech, *I
Co-Editor
Charles E Bull
Feature Editor
Bob Seevers, VI
Staff Artist
Otwell Rankto, '38...Sports Writer
Paul McGinrus, -37.. .8ports Writer
Kelly Olore, "37
Sports Writer
Margaret Wllloughby, "31
Society Editor sport?
W. I* Keene
Faculty Sponsor

O

,

Drinking

--.•'.-

BUSINESS STAFF
Allen McManus, 37
Adv. Mgr.
The voters of Kentucky went to
Lillian Bower, "37
Asst. Mgr.
the
polls last November 5, and by
Ruth Disney, '36
Asst. Mgr.
their vote said that It was their deCHRCUIiATION STAFF
sire to do away with prohibition
Clifford Schulte, "36..Circula. Mgr.
H. A. Hughes, "36
Asst. Mgr. and its accompanying evils and to
J. D. Tolbert, "38..Exchange Editor open the state to the unrestricted
and undisturbed sale of intoxicatREPORTORIAL STAFF
Kathryn Wilkins, "37
ing drinks. This step by the peoCharles Warner, 37
ple removes from the Kentucky
Dorothy Bracht, "38
Betsy Anderson, '37
constitution the seventh amendMilurea Swetnam, "37
ment which corresponds to the
Agnes Edmunds, '38
Edmond Hesser, "37
eighteenth amendment in the fedJack McCord, 37
eral constitution.
H. Fulkerson, "38 .
During the years of prohibition
Virginia Winters, "39
It was unlawful and, in a sense,
PROGRESS PLATFORM
disgraceful for a citizen to engage
The establishment of an active in the drinking of whiskey. Now
student council.
A more active alumni association. that the seventh amendment has
Further expansion in the athletic been repealed and the ban on
program.
Greater participation in intra- whiskey as been lifted, it is the
mural athletics.
privilege of any persons to indulge
to his heart's desire in drinking.
Shall We Compete?
Doubtless the temptation to become
a drinker and consequently
Beyond a doubt Germany has
violated the Olympic Code. She a drunkard will present itself to
has disregarded the universal doc- the college student as well as the
trine of good sportsmanship by de- average layman. Many places of
priving many individuals because business that are frequented by colof their racial or political affilia- lege men and women will act as
tions, the right to represent Ger- dispensaries of wine, beers, and
many in the 1936 Olympiad. Cer- liquor.
Now that there is no agenccy to
tainly it is no affair of ours what
act
as a safety valve on a drinking
method Germany uses to select her
Olympic team, but when those public and on the drinking indimethods are flagrant violations ol vidual, the person must depend
the Olympic Sports Code, It is our upon his own common sense and
good Judgment -to act as his guide.
duty as upholders of clean sportsmanship to refuse to have anything Within the hands of every indito do with the Olympic Games in vidual lies the destiny of his life
and indirectly the lives of others.
Germany.
Scientific experiment has proven
Not only are German sports conthat liquor is a narcotic and not a
trolled by the government, a fact
stimulant and that its effect upon
which automatically bars Jews, but
the human body, whether taken in
no Catholic or Protestant athlete
moderation or in excess, in the
may compete for a position on the
form of fermented malt or hard
German Olympic team unless he is
distilled liquor, is definitely that of
a member of the Reich Association
a'poison. As such it cannot benefor Physical Culture. It Is needless
fit anyone who uses it. History
to add that no one may become a
has proven again and again that
member of this association if he
it may be the undoing of a man
holds any belief other than the
or the downfall of a nation.
Nazi viewpoint. That in itself is
Study and drink do not mix. It
undemocratic, and Is an unpreceis hardly necessary for a brain to
dented violation of the democratic
be educated to comprehend and
and Independent status of the
recognize the truth of such a statesports world. Here In the United
ment. The process of learning deStates the athletic associations are
mands clear and unimpaired use
not connected with the Federal
of all the mental faculties posgovernment in any way, and at the
sessed by the individual. No persame time are non-political. Natson, however high his I. Q. may
urally. We Americans have done
be, can hope ot survive the test of
much with our democratic philoscollege life if his brain be groggy
ophy to raise the level of clean
and his senses dulled by the use of
sportsmanship all over the world,
strong drink.
and we cannot possibly hold up
We find in the life of the Maker
our heads and still compete with
of Mankind the admonition to "be
teams whose sponsors have lost the
temperate in all things." Whether
last vestiges of sportsmanship and
given as a command to be carried
democracy. The amateur code proout or as a policy of life to be folvides that no amateur can mainlowed, it may be considered one of
tain his amateur standing who
the greatest philosophies of life.
competes with one who has vioThe college student who accepts it
lated the sportsmanship code This
as one of his guiding mottoes will
code states that no amateur athfind that it works to his advantage
lete be deprived of the right of
in every respect.
competition because of race, color,
—M. C.
or creed. Germany has violated
6this code without reservation.

The Milestone

The following Is a memorandum
compiled by Mr. Guy Hlckock, Special Correspondent for the McClure
Newspaper Syndicate, which appeared in the press of the country in September. This is self-explanatory as to the discrimination
against the persecution of minorities In Germany:
Werner Schlottman, 200 meter
man, scratched.
■ Marta Jakob, Javelin thrower, out.
Harry Stein, flyweight boxer, out.
Frau Freldlebom, tennis champ,
ruled off courts.
r
Jakob Levy, dash-man, too good
far Nail sprinters.
Benjamin stadtlander, amateur
Welterweight
title.

champ,

stripped

The newly appointed Milestone
staff is to be commended for
adopting the plan advocated by the
senior class for raising the price of
the Milestone to two dollars. It
has been found that although the
Milestone has cost the student but
one dollar and a half, he has been
forced to spend many times that
much for pictures, space, club photographs, etc. With the approximate $700 to be realized by increasing the price of the book to 12.00,
not only can all clubs be given free
space, but the rates for space can
be reduced. The average student,
who belongs to two or more clubs,
of and who buys space in the year
book will save about two dollars.

This movement should also relieve
the pressure on the social committee for granting numerous dance
dates, the need for raising money
for club picture space being taken
away, and it is even possible that
clubs can reduce the price of admission to the dances.
However, the issue lies with you,
the student body. The change in
price cannot be made unless the
student body desires to do so. The
book is yours, and so Is the opportunity for saving money /ours.
O

Our Band
More power to Mr. INTERESTED
ONLOOKER in his letter to the
Progress Post Office. The Progress
heartily endorses the sending of
the band to Bowling Green for our
annual game with our traditional
rivals. The band has certainly
earned some sort of a trip by dint
of their fine exhibitions in the
home games and their ardent efforts in practice. The layman must
appreciate the hours of labor necessary to produce a well-trained
band. These students are as much
a part of our school as is the football team, and their efforts should
not go unrewarded.
There Is no question that the
football men will be able to turn
in a more genuine performance at
Bowling Green if they are backed
by the band. If the administration is financially able, they should
not hesitate to send the band to
Western.

GLEANINGS
More than 2,000 German newspapers; it is reported, have closed
up since Hitler came in. He seems
to be the leading exponent of the
Idea that no news is good news.
Song writer's wife, suing for divorce in Nevada, charges cruelty.
Maybe he sang his songs to her,
The Englishman speaks of the
paintings of great masters as "not
half bad." If he lost an arm and
a leg In the war, he "came out a
bit shy." If he is half starved he
says he's "in a hole." When the
Germans bombarded the Yorkshire
coast, he spoke of as "liveliness."
The Frenchman, as far as language goes, lives in a world of tragedies, passions, disasters. He is
"crushed," "overwhelmed," "annihilated," "transported." All sorts of
things happen to him all the time.
—Stephen Laycock.
We are told that in the old days
you could tell that a young couple
was engaged to be married by the
ring on her finger. Nowadays you
can tell by the fact that he stops
getting out of the car to ring the
doorbell—and sits there blowing
the horn instead.
"Always do right. This will gratify some people and astonish the
rest."—Mark Twain.

This program Is being' brought to
you directly from the Progress studios of Station BUNK. We will now
take you to the office of the Snooper for the latest news of the day.
Take it away, C'wl Scandalseeker.
Flash! Scene—Recreation Room
of Burnam Hall.
The piano Is playing. Someone is
evidently attempting to sing. Who
could it be? Of course, It's the
crooner of the hour, MARSHALL
NEY. And are the girls caaa-razy
about crooners? This naturally
makes MARGARET HUBBARDfeel
rather lonely and a little blue. However, MARG dont worry, we have
fairly good proof that you are hisone and only. (That Is to say, on
the campus). Ah, ha! BILL AMYX
and ALMA (BOOTS) REESE are
together again. What we would like
to know Is whether she Is really his
choice or Is he hers? Maybe some
light will be thrown on the matter
by next week. VIRGINIA WINTER
enters the room and of all things,
she is alone. This only goes to prove
that no matter how hard you try,
it Is necessary to have some attraction to land and keep a boy friend
on the string. It is getting to be an
every day occurrence hearing LUCILLE CASK rave about ALLIE
WALLACE. Of course be. Is very
handsome, but doesn't she realize
that ALMA BEST saw him first
and has captured the one time invincible.
Flash! Scene—Northern Kentucky

Club's Party in the Little Gym.
BOB RUBY brought VIOLET
LEWIS. Can you'feature that? BOB
asked GLADYS EVANS first, later
broke the date (and her heart, too,
so he thought) and then turned
dark reddish when she walked in
With PAUL DEMOLSEY. Another
question that has arise among the
girls Is why do the boys, call CHAS.
BILLERMAN "Bison"? Another intruder at the party was the great
(juts ask him) EDDIE EICHER. He
was once again to the-company of
MLLDREN RICHARDSON. Maybe
some one person or thing has en-,
lightened him if he was too dumb
to see how he rated with her, nevertheless he took REBECCA VALLANDINGHAM (Cottage Ham and
Boiled Ham) to the show the following night, which also made us
wonder Just what has happened between REBECCA and JLMMLE
ROGERS. BERYL BOGGS was the
lucky one selected by the attractive
JIMMIE HART. Keep up the good
work, BERYL. LOUISE BALDEN
attended the affair with LEONARD
STAFFORD. It appears as though
Mrs. Balden answered his and
JACK'S letter concerning their affections for LOUISE. Congratulations, LEONARD. At last EILEEN
FIGHT succeeded in getting a date
With LITTLE PUSS GREENWELL
(although she had to ask him)
which shows that "there'll come-a
day."
Flash! Scene—The Campus.
EDITH FARMER has been badly
concerned about ROY G ANN'S
progress in his classwork. Sly little
minx—what she really wants to
know is about this nightwork. We
notice a number of football men
hanging around EVELYN LONG.
Wouldn't HILDA MEYERS Just
love to be in her shoes? Lose no
hope, HILDA your time may come.
Boys and girls, did you see NORMAN LEE with MARTHA 8UDDUTH over the past week end?
What on earth has happened to
MARY ATKINSON, NORMAN?
Don't tell us that you have had a
little disagreement. It looks to us
as though PAUL McGINNIS has
put the skids under MULE WALKER. PAUL and WILLY RICHARDSON are seen together constantly
now and shortly the appropriate
song will be "Me and My Shadow.'
Things seem to be normal between
ODESSA (PAIR OF) BOOTS and
ANSTIN HARROD. He strolls
around with her during the week
while others take her out to dances
and other social functions that occur during the week ends. This is
one perfect method of economizing
on the expenses incurred through
dating a girl steadily, claims he.
Why and how has GERALDINE
ALLEN succeeded In capturing the
fancy J. D. TALBOTT? How long
will the romance last? We notice
that the majority of letters BILL
BENNETT receives are coming
from Depauw University. Is this affair still going on and if so Just
what has happened to the beautiful
NELVA RICHARDSON? We are
told that the boy with all the curly
locks is LES ROTH. Even his best
friends wont tell him what a mess
they arc. His secret passion Is REBECCA (SOME KIND OF HAM)
but who could stand looking at that
hair very long? Any volunteers?
DOC WILLIAMS' latest is JESSE
FIVARD, a very "scrambunctious"
young lady, so says MR. WILLIAMS. However, if she is wise, she
will not play with fire for DOC is
simply "nerts" about a girl back
home. The thermometer recording
the temperature of the romance existing between HENRY PHILLIPS
and HUGH GIBSON has burst.
Things just got too hot. Just who
hit the "Duchess," better known as
GRETCHEN GARRIOTT? Could
the argument between her and
MIKE SCHULTE have had anything to do with it? Speaking of
MIKE, we notice he has another
"real find." The girl is none other
than HELEN HORNADY, another
from that great city of Lebanon,
the home town of LEILA LEWIS,
Miss Eastern of 1935. Nice going,
MIKE.
Flash! Scene—State of Kentucky.
What was the great attraction
which took so many couples down
the trail under Cumberland Falls
so often? Why was it that BESSIE
HENRY (who says nice girls don't
make Scandalette) and this WITT
person Insisted on spending so
many hours down there alone? Why
did the bus driver look so peeved
when he was not included on these
trips? We wonder! There must
have been something mighty Interesting going on in die bus on Sunday morning to Judge from the
way the men rushed to the door.
What was it? TOM FARRIS certainly .found FRANCES HANNA'S
company congenial on this trip and
the Seniors found out that JOE
MECCIA has for a long time concealed the fact that he knows how
to do a most entertaining scarf
dance.
For the past fifteen minutes you
have been receiving news sent to
you from the Progress studios of
Station BUNK, For further Information, read this column in the
next Issue of the paper.
O
Motorist who wish to spend longer than 90 days In Canada must
deposit 125 and sign a bond In approved form for double the amount
of the estimated duties on the vehicle or secure a special bond of an
lncoraped
guarantee
company
authorized to do business to Canada.
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Richmond Kentucky
November 8. 1935
Editors, Eastern Progress,
Dear Sirs:
I think that you will agree with
me that a football game would not
be complete without the maneuvers
of the bands and the attemps of
the rival bands to outdo one another. Eastern is no exception and
as our school Is promoting football
on a large scale why not promote
the organization of the band along
with it.
On the 23rd of this month Eastem meets its natural and traditional foe on the gridiron. Why
shouldn't our band accompany their
football squad to Bowling Green?
Other schools do it, why shouldn't
Eastern?
On -making a canvass of the
members of the band I find that
they would gladly pay for thenown meals on such a trip. A band,
I feel, should be given one football
trip. It takes many hours and
much hard work to make a creditable showing with a band. Our
band has worked faithfully and It
Is only fair to give them a break
by giving them a trip since they
are willing to take care of the
greatest expense.
The football squad feel that the
band would help them considerably.
It would make those loyal sons of
Eastern that give the best they
have feel as If the school and student body were really behind them.
This is the first year that our football team has had an even chance
to take the Hilltoppers into camp,
so why not give them what support
we can by sending our band to
Bowling Green with them on November 23.
Cant you do something to help
the band and our football team to
take the Western Hilltoppers Into
camp?
AN INTERESTED ONLOOKER
O
Courage to ask questions; courage to expose our Ignorance.—Emmerson.
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teacher. The result was that .her It was me coming home!" . . . And
lady managers gave her up as a let that be a lesson to you lade who
hopeless old maid, too set in her next Spring will.be breaking-out
ways to be a good wife anyway. At with the M. I. (mating Instinct...
her position on account of the lack last they let her serenely alone in
By MAUDE E. GIBSON
of social life, and to seek another her awful state.
i, Tales should not be told about
•EDITOR'S NOTE: This ar- which'4rould pay her sufficient salHOME EC CLUB PASTY
As time passed and her hair grew popular senior women, *but when a
ticle Is reprinted from "The Stu- ary to enable her to live among whiter
,thls
woman
increased
in
The Borne Economics Club gave dent," Eastern publication In the clean If not the exclusive famisenior woman is confronted by the
a spaghetti supper last Thursday 1912, in' honor of Miss Gibson's lies. For you see one year had wisdom as well as in years. She college cut-up at the desk of Bur.
evening at the Home Economics debeen enough to grasp the mighty understood more and more what nam Hall, and the young snip greets
partment quarters. An Informal 25 years of service here.
truth that aristocratic old germs in the lack of social life means to a her with the cry, "SalutationsI", and
Erery inch el
young woman. More and more did
business meeting was held and
Gaymod* silk l«
Under the locust trees, down the bed-clothing and carpets and she become convinced that it is a she answers rather dazedly, "What's
plans for Christmas activities were
her room number," then we believe
moldy,
moth-eaten
tapestries,
no
thoroughly totted
where the long shadows crept over
necessity m
in order
discussed.
woman s necessuy
oraCT her name ^ovM be published In
mater what their history may be, young woman's
and Inipeetedl
the
lawn,
she
sat
the
other
evening
Miss Rena Stuart, club president,
are insufficient to supply the wants for her best development to be 'ecandalette ... But of coures, we
happy in her home life. Not that ri
i nnt
was selected to go as delegate to an old woman school teacher. of physically hungry youth.
nanui «„
do
not „,,,«»,
mention names
in «.•«
this «L
colTime
had
left
his
touch
upon
her
the state convention to be held at
she must have a large following of umn, so will describe the senior.
But
the
fact
was
that
she
was
face until it resembled a piece of
Mammoth Cave.
swains who take up every night
crumpled white velvet and the soft a good teacher and her board of of the week when she needs, rest She is very popular, even If she is
putting en lots of weight, starting'
Misses Marion Hagan, Allle Fow- gray locks of hair which were trustees knew it, and as a result and should study. Not that a pop- to look line the typical school tealer, Lucille Derrick, Mary Miller and combed loosely off her brow seemed her salary was Increased quite ma- ular school teacher should run a cher, and is losing her grip on the
Martha Culton attended the East- like snow on some belated summer terially. So she stayed in the town free eating house for the young so- men (we remember when she once
rose. Over her head the leaves but went to another boarding ciety blades of the community. No, had six freshmen in tow at the
ern-Morehead football game.
Mrs. Emma Y. Case attended the danced and fluttered and the birds house. The new place was larger Indeed!' but that she may have same time). She doesn't go in for
Eastern Club meeting at Covlngton warbled and called to each other and there were a number of de- good friends, that she may have football players ever since one of
where she spoke before the club.
from the topmost branches of the lightful boarders. Her room was sympathy, that she may have about them tried to kiss her. The tragedy
Mr. Frank Cawood, of Harlan, tree, while all around her the red comfortable and the meals were all her those who appreciate her in- of it all was that she slapped the
was the guest of Miss Lenaru Ca- clover and ox-eyed daises nodded that she desired. But alas! and telligence, and to whom she may footballer, who had a Juicy tobacco
and courtesied—seeming to vie with alack! There was a landlady's talk confidentially, aside from her cud in his mouth! She doesn't slap
wood over the week end.
daughter. A young thing Just
Messrs. Z. T. and Robert Rice each other to their efforts to please launched upon society—a "bud" pupils and patrons. For everyone them anymore, they can go right
her.
Over
and
above
all,
the
blue
knows there are subjects which In- ahead.
were visitors over the week end.
v
sky and white clouds seemed to with a disposition like a cat fight
V
Mr. and Mrs.' Robert Rankin, of smile down on the elderly woman in full operation all the time. Poor terest a young lady teacher which
Louisville, spent the week end in whose life had been given in the child! her mouth was hung the even the best of patrons need not
Sure signs that we are getting to
know about.
Richmond. »
. great cause of developing and guld- wrong way—which of course she Sixty-five years have come and be an old fogey; that with all the
beautiful unattached girls on the
Mr. Ed Hill, ptjfljflgrmaM, spent ^ the youth of her generation.
could not help. She owned every
gone since my so-called old maid campus, we spend enticing Indian
the week end in Richmond.
man
about
the
place
and
It
was
all
Once my school teacher nad the
school teacher first saw the light
Miss Joy Bailey spent the week beauty of youth, rosy cheeks, spar- another girl's reputation was worth of day, and forty of these have summer nights pouring over some
severe magazine article ( there must
to
pass
one
of
them
the
pepper
at
end in Louisville, the guest of Miss kling eyes, and the radiant glow
been spent in the school room.
Jane Robinson, who is attending of good health shining out In her the table. Then the parlor be- Forty years of labor In one of the be some other reason).
University of Louisville.
countenance. Now she has the longed to this daughter of the noblest professions. Hundreds, even
An odorous bouquet of skunk cabNOTICE—One lot of hats reduced beauty which comes through pa- house and the boarders were glad thousands, of children Rave been
to $1.95. Louise Hat Shop, in Mc- tlence and endurance—the beauty to keep away from It
helped by her, and generations of bage to the parents of the local
Once during the winter my young boys and girls will rise up and call brat who approved of their child's
Kee's Store.
of a character almost divine.
Over on the sidewalk the boys friend had a young man from home her blessed. Is not her work just actions last Hallowe'en when the
Mr. Marion Roberts spent the
week end with his brother, Mr. and girls were dancing along in —the sweetheart of her little girl- as Important, and her good influ- little angel playfully soused us with
youthful happiness—delighted to be hood, but there was no place to ence as far-reaching as it could a bucket of cold water. We wanted
HersheU Roberts.
to wring the fledgling's trifling neck,
Misses Olenna Begley and Ann in each other's society and scarcely entertain him except on the front possibly have been, if to escape the but Instead complained to the parporch.
And
everyone
knows
that
knowing
why.
Gaily
they
told
of
stigma
of
being
called
an
old
maid
Hayes spent the week end in Owenthat their pride and Joy was
ton the guests of Mrs. Peter Hutch- the little happenings qf the day, porch duty is not pleasant In zero she had married any one of the ents
to be chastised for ruining poor colexpressing all sorts of sentiment in weather. They attended the thea- various men mentioned?
lnson (nee Nelle Jo Hicks).
lege boys' clothes. We were promptthe shy glances which they ex- ter twice and then in despair he
Dr. L O. Kennamer spent Friday changed.
Blow softly, evening winds, over ly invited to "Scram" (so characterIf they saw the elderly went away, went where he could her
white hair, touch gently her istic of the mentally malnourished),
and Saturday in Lebanon.
woman at all it was only to laugh go in out of the weather. Well,
Miss Lillian Bower spent the good-naturedly and In the thought- he stayed away and the next thing wrinkled cheeks as she sits there and were reminded of the convenweek end in Cincinnati.
less, youthful way, wonder why she he was married to a girl not. half In the shadow of the trees. Well tional gate-post moving we must
Miss Pearl Buchanan and mother, had never married—how she could so good looking nor so interesting may the birds warble and the have done when we were a lad. But
flowers courtesy! Well may all remove gate-posts or no, we were
Mrs. C. H. Buchanan, spent Friday bear the singleness of her condi- as my friend the school teacher.
Nature
sing out for her pleasure,
afternoon in Lexington.
tion. For in the world of youth
Winter wore away, spring and for she Is worthy of all homage. soaking wet and wanted redress (a
Instead of redress (we reMiss Mary Ann Collins spent the Love Is King, and in the mind of summer came and my heroine (for Only the angels above can see and pun).
the average boy or girl, to be left such every one of them is) whose estimate the good she has done dressed at home) we got rebuke . . .
week end in Winchester.
unmarried is a calamity too terrible little heart was secretly sad over and how far down thru the years So phooey to you from me.
to be borne.
the faithlessness of her lover, accome her Influence will be felt
So on they went down under the cepted the same position again, to
It was rather touching the other
for the betterment of mankind.
trees happy In their state, while my telling herself she did not care.
night to hear a great minister, Dr.
.
o
lady sat content enough in hers. She studied hard to keep from
Cadman, wistfully suggest that we
Leonard Stafford, newly elected The long afternoon shadows grew thinking of her loneliness and premight never see him again.
We
president, presided over the fresh- deeper over vale and hill, the day pared each day's work with the
did notice that the venerable gentle• Nothing short of perman class meeting last week for the waned but she heeded not the utmost pains so that, as she fondman has slowed down considerably,
fection in Gaymodes . . .
election of other class officers.
flight of time. She was back in ly said to herself, she might someand that he speaks of the ethereal
Hiram
Brock,
Jr.,
of
Harlan,
was
ever! Sheer beauty in the
her youth living over again the time be classed among the really
and the abstract; a mark of the inelected vice president; Pea-1 Ste- days when she too had passed un- great teachers of her time.
chiffons 1 Long wear in
dividual who has been speculating
venson, Richmond, secretary, and der just such trees with cherished
with the nearness of eternity. We
the sensible service
The years came and went, she
Walter Hill, Pineville, treasurer.
friends, but In lands far distant met men, many of them, but someWe were consoling an old friend hope that he will continue to live
weights! Full fashioned I
The class voted to select E-lza- s
,e ^
her own
to
how she did not care. She had who found for himself a wife while his noble life for many years hence.
beth Campbell and James Plckett JJ g£ ^ tne %£ world OTer
nothing in common with them. attending Eastern in bis undergrad He is an idealist and an uplifter.
the
social
as representatives on
Forty years ago this teacher was They were business men, she was days. He seemed to wear that A bit impractical and very consercommittee.
graduated from an eastern college a professional woman, but Isolated browbeaten expression so character- vative, but yet bearing that quiet
and chose grade work In the public from other professional . people. istic of a man who is completely dignity that Is mellowed wisdom
schools as her life profession—that She at last became a really great dominated by his wife. He told me and gracefu lold age.
is her SINGLE profession. For no teacher—then most men were a tale about the good wife which is
Moral for today: Economy is a
sensible, good looking young woman afraid of her. They said she was a revealing Index of the life he Is way of spending money without enexpects to live her days and expire strong-minded and unfit for a wife. leading. "You know," he said, "the Joying it.
In her shoes in a school room. There were, however, a number of other night I managed to sneak out
—_
o
This young woman accepted her good friends who tried to get her of the house so that I could go The sense of honour is of so fine
first position in York, Pa. And a husband, and their efforts are down to the club with the boys, and and delicate a nature, that it is
now, gentle reader, shall be re- really worthy of mention.
a burglar broke Into our house." only to be met with in minds which
vealed to you, in a few examples
"Did he get anything?" I asked are not noble, or in such as have
When
she
was
Supervisors
of
of domestic infelicity, the reason
. Answered our henpecked friend, been cultivated by good example,
Primary
Methods
in
Harrodsburg,
why when a young woman becomes
WHEN YOU SHOP AT THE BUSIEST STORE
ill say he did—my wife thought or a refined education.—Addison.
Pa.,
and
lived
at
it
splendid
boarda school teacher she leaves all hope
of ever having a happy home of ing house, one good lady had a
Two
Floors
gentleman, three times divorced,
A
hep own behind.
Packed With
When this young woman arrived come to a card party especially to
Busy "Store
Greater
In York she was an utter stranger meet her. He talked about prize
For
Values
and
had no letters of introduction fights and vaudeville performances
For Ton
Better Values
except her certificate of church all the time; local politics even
membership in the Presbyterian were entirely beyond him. 'But you
2nd & Main Sts.
Elks Building
church. After toiling along the must understand, he was immensestreets for two days she at last ly wealthy and all her friends
found an upstairs bedroom over called my teacher an idiotic sentithe hall, In the home of an im- mentalist for not immediately acmensely aristocratic but fearfully cepting the attention of the man.
reduced widow. This good lady Another excellent lady found a deWith Any of the Following Offers:
took hours to tell her boarder how sirable widower who would marry
We seU or rent all makes of typewriters. Using « good tH***"**
she was to be congratulated upon her. He was wealthy too and his
in yonr school work wU resnlt in more logical thinking, neater
getting into one of the exclusive children needed a mother. This
$r.oo
Two Large Photographs (8x10) in handsome
homes of the city, what an honor gentleman looked upon a school
work and better grades,
folders for
it was to a stranger to be taken teacher as Just the right person to
LOW RENTAL RATES TO STUDENTS
in by one of the first families. Of rear his eight small children for
—Orcourse, you understand, the "taking her board and keep. This her
in process" was thorough—the friends regarded a splendid match,
boarder paying thirty dollars for for he was a nice man and an
L. C. SMITH AND CORONA TYPEWRITERS
One Large Photo and Three 4x6
t
$C .00
very
miserable
accommodations. elder In his church. Of course, no
Phone 1792
West Short Street
(Opposite Oonrthonse)
"Oh, yes! 8he could entertain one asked did she love him or he
photos
—
™
friends," the landlady said, "but her. Oh, no! she was only a womLexmgton, Kentncky
an,
who
ought
to
have
a
man
be-Orthe insignificant and inconsequential sum of five cents for oil and fore she became a hopelessly estwenty-five cents for coal for each tablished old maid.
Six Medium^Size Photographs (4x6
$C-00
visit would be charged as a matter
By this time you see, dear reader,
in folders for
Y
of protection. For there always her salary was large enough to
were boarders who would impose enable her to live in excellent style
on a helpless widow." And here and.lay by enough to' keep her in
she wiped a salt tear from one old age. But the world cannot uneye while she watched for an op- derstand why a woman even in her
portunity to "do" her boarder again position does not fly to matrimony
as a mighty fortress of protection.
with the other.
In as much as the salary of this
There came another offer. A
PHONE 52
young woman was small, she did good man who had only one leg
inete
not entertain.any friends, excepting and needed a woman who could
The one gift your mother will appreciate more than
the Presbyterian preacher for ten help in the support of his tender
DELICIOUS
anything else—your photograph.
minutes one cold day, during the babes, three in number. This one
SANDWICHES
eight months of her school term.
appealed to her most of all—for
When the school year was up here she, at least, could not be acShe seriously considered giving up cused of marrying for her board
and keep. Finally she decided,
TRY A BOX
We Are Receiving A New Stock rather than marry any of her
suitors, that she would establish an
Ot Merchandise This Week
orphans' asylum for their offspring
and let each man go about his neglected business.
Box-a-plenty
A Methodist preacher whose wife
Tow Patronage Appreciated
had gone on before was the last
of her widower lovers. His congregation needed her and his children
well—since they were grown up,
NOW YOU CAN OWN A as
and helplessly good-for-nothing.
Located in Madison Theatre Bldg.
He made them the last argument
TWO-TONE FACE POWDER
In favor of her making the sacrifice. She resisted all these chances
to establish herself domestically
NOW
NEW FIXTURES
NEWLY DECORATED
with profound expressions of regret,
avowing to the would-be protectors
of her happiness that she had a
with ganerew*
life work to perform and that she
trial bnx ffreel
TYPEWRITER
must sacrifice love to duty. In this
she was only telling the pious fibs
The first time this most flattering
PARKER PENS
which all good women tell. All the
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
face powder was ever offered »t
for as little as 10c a day. time a home, and the rest which
this price!
It suggests to a soul driven from
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Let its show you how.
Come in today for this arasione boarding place to another for
forty years, was the most beautiful
iog bargain!
dream of her life, a thing too Utopian to be thought about. Observation had taught her, however,
that a marriage of the sort any of
COME ONCE AND YOU'LL COME AGAIN
these gentlemen proposed would not
bring the peace which she longed
for. So she remained a
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SERVICE!

STAFFORD CHOSEN

ECONOMY DAYS

30 DAYS HAS NOVEMBER
They're Packed With Bargains

UNITED

Your Milestone Picture

DEPT. STORE

— FREE! —

TYPEWRITERS

(

5

Standard Typewriter Co.

Begley's Drug Store

The McGaughey Studio

MRS. COSBY'S

NUNNALLyS

Simm's Dept. Store

The CANARY Cafe

CANDY

1 pound

79/

OPENING

50c

impound __-25c

REMINGTON
PORTABLE

$5.00 MEAL TICKETS FOR—$4.00
HOME COOKED FOODS

Phone 666

We Deliver

COLLEGE BOOK
STORE

S
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The Eastern Progress VICTORY DANCE
GORDAN NASH AMD HIS ORCHESTRA

Small Gym 8:30 to IX

$1.00 Stag or Drag

Bulldogs Temporarily Halt Eastern Attack
winning touchdown Just didn't materialize. Three times during the
half Eastern drove Inside the
Union 20, but each time an inspired defense kept them from
traversing those precious yards.
An apparent Eastern touchdown in
Miss Gertrude'Hood, teacher of
the last period was called back.
Physical Education, has organized
On a 20-yard pass from Caldwell
games for women which include
to Limb, Eastern wlngman, the ofvolleyball, tenikots, ariel dart, ping
ficials
ruled
that
two
offensive
Maroons Outgain Bulldogs by men had touched the ball, and the Homecoming Ruined As Eas- pong, shuffle board, and latter bastern Team, Led by Tarter, ketbalL
Wide Margin, But 7 to 7 score was nullified.
Miss Hood said that her aim is to
A
drive
to
the
Union
8-yard
Rolls Up 53 to 0 Score
Tie is Best Rankin's
get
girls who do not play basketball
stripe was stopped by a 15-yard
At Morehead
interested in the minor games.
Men Can Get
holding penalty, and the Bulldogs
This extra-curricular activity will
had onoe more saved their record
of having never lost to an Eastern SCORED IN EACH PERIOD meet every Tuesday and Thursday
PLAY
TRANSY NEXT team.
afternoon at four o'clock in thesmall gym. Every girl, whether she
riny resume of the game must
can play these games or not, is inThe Eastern Maroons were un- include some mention of this boy An offense which had too much vited to Join in the fun and learn
able to break a Jinx that had ex- Limb, who came all the way from popwer and cunning for their op- them while playing.
tended over a period of seven Salt Lake City, Utah, to play an ponents brought a 53 to 0 victory
there has been some deyears, and the best they could get end for the Maroons. Defensively to the Eastern Teachers . Maroons layAlthough
in receiving the equipment orfrom their contest with Dick and offensively, he looked like the as they spoiled the Moreheaa dered.
Miss Hood said that the girls
Eagles' homecoming contest there
Bacon's Union Bulldogs here Sat- best lineman on the field.
are enjoying the games which are
last
week.
urday was a 7 to 7 tie.
Jenkins, Eastern punter, consistnow in progress.
Some day the Eastern team will ently out-kicked Sullivan, the The Issue was never in doubt as There is also an archery class beplay a game in which it will get Union booter, and while the East- the Ranklnmen, able to open up ing organized, with William Hamilthe breaks, but Saturday wasnt ern lad's quarterbacking was doubt- every trick in their bag, ran the ton as teacher. This class is for
the day. Add to bad breaks, the ful J> times, his toe suffered none ends, plunged thru gaping holes in
- fact that an Eastern offense drove in exfectlveness from a hurt he re- the Morehead line and threw the boys and girls. O
pigskin around like a well-coached
no less than five times deep into ceived early in the game.
Union territory and then lacked
Eastern's offensive superiority basketball team, to roll up 440
Oua Schimke, above, 21S pound
the necessary punch to carry the can be seen from the fact.that they yards, as their total gain for the
behemoth from Fairview, Mass., has
ball over, and you have the Union rolled up nhie first down to Union's afternoon's work. The Eastern debeen doing yeoman service In the
was clicking, as is shown by
jinx extending one more year.
three, and outgained the visitors fense
Maroon forward wall this year.
the
fact
that
Morehead
was
able
The game, after the first quar- by a wide margin. But Union tied to gain only 14 yards all afternoon.
Gus has been holding down the left
tackle position in great style, and
ter, was all Eastern as far as any them in one department, and that
offensive was concerned. But after in scoring, and the Union Jinx will It was a fullback named Heber
has been a Nemesis to enemy ball
Immediately
after
the
football
Tarter, who has spent a great part season closes the intramural basket- carriers.
coming back to tie the score on a hold until next year, at least.
of his last year at Eastern on the ball tournament will start, with the
64-yard dash by Kewpie Killen, the The lineup:
-OPos
(7) Union bench, who led the Maroon parade. county tournament being held first
Maroons were never able to pene- Eastern (7)
LK
Cline Tarter, who scored four of the East- and the class tournament later.
trate the Union line when yards Limb
R. King
LT
Stringer ern touchdowns, averaged over ten The varsity candidates will serve
meant a touchdown.
LO
Faulkner yards on each attempt to carry the as officials, since they will not be
Union scored first, after an East- Oreenwell
.0/
Turner ball, rolling up 134 yards forward eligible to participate in these
ern fumble had given them the Lacy
The Varsity-Freshman swimming
Long
RQ
Melvin in IS tries at the Morehead line.
tournaments.
ball in Eastern territory. Late in
meet
scheduled for Nov. 21 at 7:15
Figuring
in
the
Maroon
scoring
Schimke
RT
Oaines
the first quarter, the Bulldogs
Mr. McOonough would like to p. m. in the college pool of Weaver
Buchanan were Limb, Salt Lake City boy, who have
launched an air attack which Molesberger .. .RE
about
twenty
teams
entered.
QB
Sullivan caught two passes In the end zone These teams would be put into Health building promises to be very
placed the ball on the Eastern 14. Jenkins
LK
Miracle to score twice; Killen, who went off three league and each team would
Another pass from Sullivan, Union Everting
RH
Young tackle for one, and Jenkins, who play every other team in the league
quarter, to Cline, Bulldog end, was Killen
FB
Burch took a pass over the goal line tc
completed in the end zone for a Tarter
time. The championship would
Eastern—Callahan, add to the total. Cummins convert- one
score. Miracle, a halfback, kicked Substitutes:
be decided in a play-off between
ed
three
times,
Captain
Oreenwell
Farris,
McConnell,
O.
King,
Hedges,
the extra point.
Caldwell, Cummins, Lund; Union— once and Jenkins once, all wltn the winners "of each division.
Eastern came back two minutes Whitaker, Valance.
It will be well for the county
place kicks.
later to tie the score. After EverScoring: Touchdown—Cline, Kil- The whoie Maroon squad saw ac- groups to meet and organise their
SUNDAY, NOV. 17
ting, Eastern safety, had taken a len; point after touchdown—Mir- tion with exception of Art Lund, teams at once. If there are counties
David Balaanfi
Union punt on his 40 and returned acle, Oreenwell.
do not have large enough repfullback, who was out with injured that
it six yards, Joe Jenkins, on the
hip. Every man got his full share of resentation for a team; they may Return of Peter Grimm"
first play, started around right end,
with some other county,
LIONEL BARRYMORB
action as Rankin and Samuels sent organize
and, as he was tackled, lateralled
provided they get permission from
whole
bevies
of
substitutes
into
the
MONDAY, NOV. IS
the ball to Killen, who raced down
Mr. Hughes. Counties having too
fray.
numerous
candidates
for
one
team
the sidelines to score. Oreenwell
"Fighting Youth"
The kicking of Joe Jenkins, Eastconverted, and the score was tied.
ern punter, was one of the high may organize several teams. Plans lMt'a lint College Football Romano*—
The
College
Peace
Oratorical
conStarring
From that point on. Eastern
spots of the contest. The records are also being made to organise out CHARLES FAHRELL.
JUNG MARTEL.
made all the scoring gestures, but test win be held at eight o'clock show that he kicked 11 times for of state fives.
ANDY
DEVINE
Monday evening, November 25, in an average of 43 yards, but records
gestures were the best they could Hiram
Brock Auditorium, according are inadequate there. Five times he
TUESDAY. NOV. It
do. After an exchange of punts
Tarter, Eastern half, broke thru the to plans made by Alpha Zeta Kappa punted out of bounds inside the
its last regular meeting.
Union line, and ran the ball 36 at The
yard line, thus cutting down the
person who is selected as the ten
yards to the Bulldog 14-yard stripe, winner
average but keeping the Eagles back
ROBERT DOMAT, MADELINE CARROL
of
this
contest
will
represent
where he was run out of bounds. Eastern in the state event at Be- on their heels and forcing them to
WEDNESDAY. NOV. M
Two plays at the line got nothing, rea, December 4. In turn, the per- kick from behind their own goal
and OreenweU's placekick was wide son selected as best in the state line. Only one of Jenkins' punts While little can be predicted over "The Three Musketeers"
by a few feet. The Bulldogs contest will be entered in the na- went into the end zone and one of the outcome of the Eastern-Western
„.A P""—'
Otmt Norel, with
kicked to Evening, who ran the
his tries went 61 yards to roll out game next week at Bowling Green «-S
i53BE AHBL- PMJh LUCAS,
contest.
HEATHER ANGEL. MARGOT GRAHAM K
punt back to the Union 14 as the tional
on
the
Morehead
four
yard
line.
A number of members of the pub- The line-up and summary:
until after the Transy game tohalf ended.
THURSDAY. NOV. II
lic speaking club are planning to Eastern
(63) Pos.
(0) Morehead morrow, Eastern is conceded having
The Maroons came back after participate in the local contest. Th3
the
best
chance
to
defeat
the
HillLE
McKechnie
"Remember Last Night"
the rest period and seemed ready public Is invited to hear these stu- Callahan
R.King
'.LT
Triplett toppers since the two colleges star- with EDWARD ARNOLD. CONSTANCE
to put the game on ice, but the dents deliver their orations.
ted
football
relationships.
OUMMINGS. SALLY EILHRS and
Oreenwell
LO
J.Wyant
ROBERT YOUNG
Lacey
O
J.Taylor Western has not played consisLong
RO
Henderson tent football this year and has as
FRIDAY. NOV. 22
Schimke
RT
Addlngton her only boast to glory the scalp of
"She
Couldn't
Take It"
Molesburger ...RE
Varney Murray's Thoroughbreds who have
Jenkins
QB
Ryan been anything but formidable. The with GEORGE RAFT. JOAN BENNETT.
Tarter
LH
Vinson Hllltoppers walloped Transylvania WALTER OONNALLY. BILLIE BURKE
Everliqg. ........ RH
Alley last month to the une of 35-0, so if
SATURDAY, NOV. U
Killen .r
PB
Watson the Maroons cannot turn back
Substitutions: Eastern—Caldwell, Transy tomorrow In convincing style
"Silent Valley"
with TOM TYLER
Pllle, Hedges, Mavlty. Wallace, O. there is little figurative hope for
"Gall
of the Savaga." Chapter 10
King, Cummins, Pennlngton, Ful- Eastern. However, Eastern may be
B. K. O.-Pathe Comedy
kerson, McConnell, Brinton, Wil- "right'' for Western; they will be
son, Limb, Farris. orehead—Shuey, gambling for a win, while Western
T. Wyant, E. Taylor, Noe.
will be recovering from a predicted
Scoring touchdowns: Tarter (4), whitewashing from Howard UniJenkins, Limb (2), Killen. Points versity, the Waterloo of the mighty
after touchdown: Cummins (3), Alabama Crimson Tide.
Oreenwell, Jenkins (place kicks).
Last year the Maroons outplayed
Oand outscored a powerful Western
team for one half, but a sudden
A new fabric specially priced at
reversal of form buried Eastern
under an avalanche of scoring.
O

EAGLE TEAM Miss Hood Offers
IS SWAMPED Coed Minor Games
BY MAROONS

UNION JINX
OVER E. T. C.
HOLDS GOOD

i.

\
\

Battling

Intermurals Ready
After Grid Season

interesting to fans of both sides.
Some of the anticipated participators are training with great care
for the event. Those people who
have seen the practice say Marshal
Arbuckle, Pierce Warms and Ron-'
dal Sharp promise some strong
competition for the fancy diving
honors for the teams.
Get a ticket from Ed Hesser or
Deb Partin for the small sum -of
15c, go to the swimming meet next
Thursday, Nov. 21. While you relax
from the strain of mid-term exams
watch the display of muscular control and skill such as Jlmmle Stayton's takeoff and Willie Hamilton's
smooth, easy crawl stroke.
Any person wishing to swim with
either team get your'name in and
start your practice.
O
If I lose mine honour, I lose myself.—Addison.

GLYNDON TAXI
SERVICE
CITY PASSENGERS 20c
ALL STUDENTS
10c

GLYNDON TAXI
PHONE 699
PARKER * MANSFIELD

VARSITY-FROSH SWIM
IN MEET NEXT WEEK

PEACE ORATORICAL
CONTEST NOV. 25

Hill toppers Last
Maroon Grid Foe

A Four-Star

Presentation

WHEN YOU NEED A TAXI

CITY TAXI

'©i^iTLM
. SUNDAY, NOV. IT
JANET GAYNOR. HENRY FONDA
The Great American Lore Story

"Farmer Takes a Wife"
MONDAY. NOV. M

'Storm Over the Andes"
with JACK HOLT. MONA BABBIE
and ANTONIO MORENO
TUESDAY, NOV. 1»

"Affairs of Susane"

Seniors Journey to
Cumberland Falls

$1.00 per* yard
In all the new shades

*

Owen McKee
YOU HAVE BUT ONE PAIR OF EYES, TAKE CARE
OF THEM, HAVE YOUR GLASSES MADE
OR REPAIRED BY

V. McMULLEN, Optometrist
Richmond, Kentucky

Students Welcome At All Times
At

Madison Drug Company

On November 0, at 6 p. m., the
Seniors assembled after the football game, boarded their bosses, and
left for Cumberland Palls, arriving
there at 9 o'clock
They spent Saturday night and
Sunday at the Palls and returned
to the campus Sunday evening.
Cloudiness prevented their seeing
the much-anticipated Moon Bow,
but they went under the Palls and
hiked quite a bit, besides roasting
marshmeUows, making coffee, frying bacon, and doing other such

WEDNESDAY. NOV. M
Return Date of

TRANSY HtOSH WIN

y

with SHIRLEY TEMPLE and LIONEL
BARRYMORE
THURSDAY. NOV. 21
Tuneful! Beauty-Full!

- —>
.M

"Redheads on Parade"
A Musical Production Starring
JOHN BOLES. DIXIE LEE
and M Radiant Redhead.
FRIDAY, NOV. tt

"Three Kids and a Queen

n

A Smashing Hit of 1«M Starring
MAE BOBSON. HENRY ARMBTTA
and FRANKIE DARRO
SATURDAY, NOV. 21

"Here's To Romance"
A Muaical, Starriny
NINO MARTINI. GENEVIEVH TOBIN,
ANITA LOOS; 9CHUKAINN-HEINX

r

V

The eighth weekly broadcast sponsored by Eastern will be Nov. 20,
with a dramatisation of Mark
Twalns "Tom Sawyers", given by
the Training School, which will be
followed by comments on Mark
Twain's books made by Miss Mary
O. Hanson. Music for this broadthing*
cast will be furnished by the Men's
Despite the fact that the week-end Glee Club and other members of
was rainy, the trip proved to be the musk department The Men's
quite a success, and the Seniors are Glee Club will sing the following
now anticipating % trip to the numbers:.
Mammoth Gave, the Lincoln Mem- "Eye of Blue", Lullaby", Rolling
orlal, and Bardstown.
Down". Shadow March", Prayer of
Chaperonee of the group were Thanks", "Ain't Owlne Study".
Mrs. Barnhill, Mrs. Case, Dr. and The ninth In the serial will be
Mrs. Kennamer, and Sam Beckley. given Nov. 27, with a dramatisation of Thanksgiving given' by the
Model High School directed by Mr.
The little Maroons dropped a Orice. Dr. L. o. Kennamer will
hard fought game to the Transy continue his discussions on "Kenfreshmen 7 to 6 at the Transy field tucky counties on parade." The
music for this broadcast will be furin Lexington.
The Baby Maroons' outplayed nished by the college orchestra and
Transy all through the game. They other members of the staff.
piled up eleven first downs to two The seventh in the series was
for Transy, During the entire first given Nov. 13, with Dr. A. D. Humhalf the ball never crossed the 50- mell speaking on "Kings Were Deyard stripe into Eastern territory. nied These Things", and with Dr.
Walter Hill went over for East- L. O. g«n»)fifnfr continuing his disern's touchdown about the middle courses on "Kentucky Counties
of the second frame. Transy scored on Parade". Muate for this broadearly In the fourth quarter on a cast was furnished by members of
tail PM».
the musto department.

;

"The Little Colonel"

COME IN AND SEE US

Training School in
Eastern Broadcast

■■

-

with ZA3U PITTS, HUGH O'OONNELL

The Fashion Nook

Top-Hat Matlasse

Dependable Druggists

"39 Steps'*

CALL 1000

MARION DOUGLAS, Manager

If You Go Home for
THANKSGIVING
YOU WILL WANT TO BE FITTED
IN one of the beautiful
styles that we are showing
for our late fall customers.
Our policy is to fit you
in the style best suited for
you.
The prices are very reasonable—ranging from '

$3.95 up for good shoes
Come In and See Us Before You Leave

The Rice & Arnold Co.
(Incorporated)

.

